
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Felt: aqua, red, white
Embroidery floss: aqua & red
Plastic mesh - 2 sheets
2 Magnets
1 Large red button
Iron-on adhesive

Tools

Scissors
Small scissors (recommended)
Sewing needle
Sewing pins
Iron & pressing cloth
Marking pen

Felt Mailbox

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut out felt and plastic mesh according to pattern. For the top of the mailbox,  
 cut X2 pieces of felt 10” X 14” and the mesh layer 9.5” X 13.5”
 It is recommended to trace the “MAIL” letters in reverse in pen and then cut   
 with a small pair of scissors.

3. Fold the 2 red door tabs in half and blanket stitch closed with a magnet inside  
 each one.

4. Stack the 2 felt door pieces together and blanket stitch the top curved edge   
 with one of the handles tucked between the layers and sewn in.

5. Knot end and leave floss untrimmed. Slide mesh door piece into pocket.

6. Cut out iron-on adhesive and iron the “MAIL” letters onto one of the the top   
 felt pieces of the mailbox.

7. Layer the 2 top pieces of the mailbox together. Pin the second handle in the   
 center between the layers of felt. Blanket stitch the bottom long edge of the   
 mailbox together.

8. Sew button onto the side, about 3” from the front and bottom of the mailbox.

9. Pin together the 2 back end pieces and begin blanket stitching the curved   
 edge to the top of the mailbox.

10.  Work your way around stitching the edge to the end and knotting.

11. Slide the plastic mesh pieces into the end and top of the mailbox.

12. Pin together the 2 bottom felt pieces and blanket stitch to the rest of the   
 mailbox, starting with the front open end. You may need to trim the    
 inner-most felt layer due to the inside curve of the mailbox to prevent the   
 felt from bunching.
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Instructions (continued)

13. Continue to blanekt stitch around the back end other side.

14. Slide plastic mesh into the bottom.

15. Fold the door into the mailbox and blanket stitch the outer edge. Before   
 sewing: be sure that the door is facing the correct way so that the magnets   
 will attract to each other!

16. Attach the felt heart to the flag using iron-on adhesive like before. Cut holes   
 the size of the button into both of the felt pieces and the plastic mesh.

17. Blanket stitch the flag together with the mesh inside.

18. Button the flag onto the mailbox.


